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Day 2 (23.02.2021): - History of Plant Tissue Culture
A

lecture

on

“History

of

Plant

Tissue

Culture”

was

delivered

by

Dr Rekha R.Warrier, Scientist F & Training in-charge. The following topics were covered in her
lecture:


Importance of tissue culture



Various applications of tissue culture



Contributors of tissue culture



Types of cultures



Synthetic seeds



Metabolite production



Hybridization

She elaborated on the importance of certification of Micropropagated plants and also explained
the financial assistance provided by the Government.

Applications of Tissue Culture
Dr Yasodha, Scientist – G delivered a lecture on basics of tissue culture. The following topics were
covered in her lecture:


Principles of tissue culture



Tissue culture of forest trees



Standard methods used for producing tissue culture material



Pros and cons of tissue cultured plants and its applications

She also highlighted various schemes and financial assistances provided by Union and State
Governments for establishing tissue culture labs. Success stories of the previous batch trainees
were also shared in order to motivate the trainees.

Familiarization of Tissue Culture Lab
In order to familiarize with the equipment in the tissue culture lab, an introductory session on
standard procedures to operate different equipments in the lab was taken by Mrs. R.
Mahalakshmi, Technical Officer, Plant Biotechnology and Cytogenetics Division. She gave an
overall idea about the following procedures:


Autoclaving Glassware



Explants collections



Different types of media



Various Culture conditions



Basic method of washing

Good Laboratory practices
A lecture on “Good Laboratory Practices” was delivered by Ms R. Kalaiselvi, Junior Project Fellow,
Plant Biotechnology and Cytogenetics Division. She explained the following topics briefly:


Dos and Donts followed in the lab



Personal safety and hygiene



Standard procedures for handling the chemicals and instruments



Types of sterilization



Process of acclimatization



Procedure for fumigation

After the lecture, the trainees were taken to the lab to familiarize with different equipment.

